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All communications to: 
Circle Secretary, 

25, Mahaveer Colony Extn. 
Near Bhagawati Nagar-II 

Kartarpura, Jaipur-302006. 

0141-2361183 (Off.) 
 0141-2500511 (Res.) 
 0141-2376024 (FAX) 
  9413395858 (Mobile) 
e-mail:- aibsnlearaj@gmail.com 

No.: AIBSNLEA/RAJ/2012-14/43 Dated at Jaipur:- 24-07-2012 

To, 

Shri P.K.Agarwal 
Chief General Manager 
Rajasthan Telecom Circle,  
JAIPUR–302010 

Sub: Total Ignorant and biased attitude of Jaipur TD administration towards the members of AIBSNLEA. 

Respected Sir, 

Jaipur TD administration is totally Ignorant and biased against the legitimate Issues raised by the AIBSNLEA 
Jaipur TD Branch and it’s members. AIBSNLEA has expressed its unhappiness many times but till now there is no change 
in the attitude of the administration. It can be learnt easily by the under mentioned issues raised by the Association. 

 Shri S.C.Gupta then DE(BJN) was dies non by incompetent authority (i.e. AM instead of GM) Ignoring The 
rules. Representation of the official & association was neglected in total. 

 Shri R.K.Sharma JTO was suspended since more than one year against some out side case filled against him. 
As per BSNL CDA Rules 2006, Subsistence Allowances at 75% of basic Pay should be given if an official 
remains suspended for more than 6 months. The representation of official & association is totally ignored 
and still only 50% Subsistence Allowances is provided. 

 There is an acquit shortage in Executive cadre in SSA but some executives are posted on unauthorised posts 
like ‘TA to Area Manager’, even after agreeing on couples of a dozen times such type of posting are not 
withdrawn. 

 Shri Shakeel Ahmed SDE had applied for deputation in TRI but vindictively his application was thrown in dust 
bin even after many times intervene by the District Secretary of AIBSNLEA. The legitimate & Fundamental 
rights of official have been neglected. 

 Members belonging to counter Associations have been placed at light work pressure posts like Marketing 
etc. 

 Officiating orders issued by CO on 10-07-2012 have not been implemented in SSA even after passing 14days 
which were expected within 1-2 days as usual. 

Thus the attitude of Administration is totally against the mutual goodwill with AIBSNLEA compelling us to go on 
agitation path. Kindly intervene in the matter & instruct the SSA administration for restoration of natural justice and 
follow up of the rules. So that any unpleasant situation in shape of agitational activity can be avoided. 

With kind regards, 

 

(M.K.Morodia) 
Circle Secretary 

Copy to:-  

1. PGMTD, Jaipur for information pl. 
2. Shri Prahlad Rai, Genl.Secy.AIBSNLEA, New Delhi for taking n/a at CHQ level pl. 
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